The two dimensional Hubbard model with a single spin-up electron interacting with a finite density of spin-down electrons is studied using the quantum Monte Carlo technique, a new conjugate gradient method for the evaluation of the Edwards wavefunction ansatz, and the standard second order perturbation theory. We performed simulations up to 242 sites at U/t = 4 reaching the zero temperature properties with no "fermion sign problem" and found a surprisingly good accuracy of the Edwards wavefunction ansatz at low density or low doping. The conjugate gradient method was then applied to system up to 1922 sites and infinite U for the Edwards state. Fermi liquid theory seems to remain stable in 2D for all cases studied with the exception of the half filling case where a "Luttinger like behavior" survives in the Hubbard model , yielding a vanishing quasiparticle weight in the thermodynamic limit.
The anomalous properties found in several High T-c oxides have renewed a considerable attention and an increasing interest for the simplest models which may explain non conventional behavior beyond the Fermi-liquid theory of normal metals and the BCS theory of usual superconductors.. The Hubbard model is now the most popular hamiltonian in condensed matter physics and the search for a satisfactory solution in two spatial dimension represents one of the most important challenge in theoretical physics. In one dimension we now have a complete solution, not only for the energy spectrum, but also for asymptotic properties of correlation functions. The physics of the 1D Hubbard model is well described by the Luttinger liquid theory. The Fermi liquid theory is unstable in this case due to divergences in perturbation theory (PT). Such divergences are usually not present in higher dimensionality and a possible anomalous phase in 2D -as suggested by P. W. Anderson [1] -can be explained only within a non perturbative approach.
Historically before the Lieb-Wu exact solution [2] a much simpler case was solved ; it is the case when only one particle with spin up interacts with a finite density of spin down electrons. Although this problem is very much simplified and probably far from reality, it already contains the basic features of 1D conductors : the quasiparticle weight vanishes in the thermodynamic limit, and the spectrum consists of holon and spinon elementary excitations [3, 4] In this paper we attempt to search for a non Fermi liquid phase in the 2D Hubbard model in this simplified sector. In fact although we do not provide an exact analytical solution, the numerical advantages will be clearly evident in this single spin-flip Hilbert-space of the model.
We thus consider the Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice , where the spin-up and a finite density ρ = N L of N spin down electrons hop trough the L lattice sites with different hopping amplitudes, t c and t d respectively. The hamiltonian therefore reads:
where d (c) are fermion operators for spin down (spin up) electrons, τ µ are the 2d nearest neighbor vectors and d (= 2 ) is the spatial dimension.
We are interested in the quasiparticle weight :
where |ψ G > is the ground state of H in the single spin flip subspace and with finite momentum p, and |ψ The hamiltonian H can be further simplified by tracing out exactly the d−electron component from the ground state wavefunction. In fact, using translation invariance we can write the ground state |ψ G > of total momentum p in the following form:
where |ψ > is a wave function depending only on the spin-down electrons, T R is the translation operator by a vector R (T R c R ′ T −R = c R+R ′ ) and O is the origin of the lattice.
Then the following effective hamiltonian H ′ for |ψ > is obtained:
Note that H ′ is not translation invariant and that the on site Coulomb repulsion U becomes now a simple one-body contribution, i .e. quadratic in the fermion fields. Using Eq.(3) Z p in Eq. (2) is replaced by the overlap between the U = 0 (|ψ F > )and the finite U ground state, at fixed number of electrons : Another useful quantity which we will consider in the following is the momentum distri-
By means of Eq. (3) n k is related to the expectation value of the p − k-momentum projector on the state |ψ >:
where the projector on the subspace of momentum
easily follows that:
The previous relation can be viewed as a particular case of the Migdal theorem relating the jump of the momentum distribution at the Fermi surface to the amplitude of the spectral weight. In fact we expect that the inequality (5) turns in an exact equality in the thermodynamic limit.
As it is easy to verify the ground state of the hamiltonian (4) The HF wavefunction of the hamiltonian (1) |ψ EW A > is nothing but the Edwards wavefunction ansatz (EWA), which is exact in 1D for t d = t and very accurate in energy in the 2D case [6] . Nevertheless such an Hartree-Fock wavefunction corresponds ,by Eq. (3) , to a non trivial correlated state of the Hubbard hamiltonian H. It is actually a linear combination of L-free electron states, yielding for instance the Bethe -ansatz wavefunction in 1D [6, 3] .
We have used a well known Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) technique [7] In all the QMC simulations I have always found n p=0 and Z p=0 equals within statistical errors, with an error bar for n p three times smaller than the one for Z p . n p is an upper bound for the quasiparticle weight (Eq.5) but it is always very close to Z p . For instance when t d = 0 or within the EWA approximation n 0 − Z 0 ≤ 10 −4 for all sizes studied. In the following we thus identify the two quantities for the sake of simplicity.
We got very accurate results for the evaluation of the EWA wavefunction using a new conjugate gradients (CG) technique for electronic structure calculations. In order to apply the CG algorithm [8] to the minimization of an energy functional E({ψ n }) = < ψ| H ′ |ψ > < ψ| ψ > , the orbitals ψ n (k) of the Slater determinant |ψ > have to be orthogonalized from time to time for numerical stability [8] . In doing so one spoils the efficiency of the conjugate directions, and the minimization of the energy becomes slower. This is why the standard CG algorithm with orthogonalization does not improve much the steepest descent scheme, as also discussed in [6] .
In order to solve the previous difficulty we have used the following simple scheme. Since the functional E({ψ n }) is invariant for any transformation of the orbitals ψ n → m A n,m ψ m it is possible to choose the N ×N matrix A such that the orbitals read:
where k n are wavevectors inside the Fermi surface ǫ kn ≤ ǫ F and the functions u n (k) all vanish for ǫ k ≤ ǫ F . The number of independent degrees of freedom is thus N(L − N), as it should be from general ground. In this way we fix the gauge of the transformations, that leave E unchanged, and we apply the CG strategy, without orthogonalization requirements.
The method is of course not restricted to the plane wave basis for the orbitals [9] . In the largest sizes simulations (≃ 2000 sites) this novel CG minimization is approximately an order of magnitude more efficient compared to the usual steepest descend method. This factor increases with the size of the system, opening new possibilities for large scale simulations.
Further details of this new method will be published elsewhere [9] .
At low density we have studied closed shell systems with the closest density just below and above the value ρ = . This sequence should converge to ρ = 1 4
in the thermodynamic limit and should minimize size effects. In Fig. 1 we see that size effects are very important and it is not possible to obtain reasonable conclusions with a small size calculation. The EWA is exact for N = 1 (smallest size in Fig. 1 ) and is a test of our QMC scheme. We note that the results obtained with the EWA are practically indistinguishable from the QMC data, yielding a strong support for the accuracy of the EWA even for relatively large size (up to 242 sites), not accessible by exact diagonalization.
Further evidence for the accuracy of the EWA is given by the explicit calculation of the energy fluctuations ∆E 2 = < ψ|H 2 |ψ > − < ψ|H|ψ > 2 on the EWA |ψ >= |ψ EW A >. ∆E 2 vanishes for an exact eigenstate and is given by U 2 ρ(1 − ρ) for the Fermi gas wavefunction |ψ F >. The Edwards wavefunction typically improves this variance by three order of magnitude compared to the Fermi gas wavefunction which still is very good for this small positive U value. As shown in Fig. 1 the behavior of the QMC data up to l = 11 and the EWA data for larger systems up to l = 31 are very similar to the PT, which is finite for
. . Furthermore EWA and QMC data are always well above the PT results , strongly suggesting that Z p should be finite in the exact calculation as well as for larger U (U = ∞ is shown in Fig. 1 ) . Similar scenario appears also evident for negative U (Fig. 2) , corresponding by the particle -hole transformation [2] to positive U at density 1 − ρ = , i.e. the low doping region. However in this case the PT results for Z p are larger than the QMC and EWA data and the conclusion of a finite Z p , although quite likely, is less clear.
Note also that for infinite U, Z p seems to drop at the largest sizes.
At half filling L/2 = N = l 2 the U = 0 ground state is a non-degenerate closed shell. The
Fermi surface is a square and is commensurate with the finite mesh in the Brillouin zone, leading to size effects very smooth and well controlled. In Fig.3 we show Quantum Monte
Carlo results as a function of ∆τ 2 . The ∆τ 2 → 0 limit should be considered a formally exact and unbiased property of the ground state for long enough t. The results obtained with the EWA are systematically larger than the QMC data. except for small sizes.
In this case the second order PT is logarithmically divergent due to the nesting of the for the EWA data, exponent well known in 1D where it can be determined exactly [10, 11] .
In conclusion we have presented an accurate and well controlled size scaling of the quasiparticle weight in a numerically tractable sector of the 2D Hubbard model. We have used QMC and a new conjugate gradient algorithm for the evaluation of the EWA. This ansatz turns out to be an almost exact approximation in most cases for U = |4t|.
The quasiparticle weight Z p looks always finite with the noticeable exception of ρ = 
